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North Node Towards
Collaboration
Brittany Aquamarine music expands
while still keeping the music ecstatically
jazzed in ethereality.

2021 Single Releases:

Pieces

This is Now

Pieces (Jienan Yuan Remix)

Amethyst Grows

Music and lyrics: Brittany Aquamarine

Mixing engineer: Bill Palmer, Torreón Studio

Mastering engineer: Piper Payne, Infrasonic Sound

Cover art, Pieces: @loriiskrent and  Brittany Aquamarine

Cover art, This is Now: @loriiskrent

Cover art, Pieces (Jienan Yuan Remix)):

@loriiskrent, Brittany Aquamarine and Chien-an Yuan

Cover art, Amethyst Grows: Brittany Aquamarine

● Expanding on the singles released in early 2021,
Brittany is now collaborating with other musicians
and is adding live instrumentation to the uniquely
arranged layers of electronic loops.

● Brittany has collaborated and performed with
many musicians and musical groups including
performances live with the band, Grenadilla, at
SiriusXM Satellite Radio in Washington D.C. and
at the Clearwater and Mountain Jam Festivals in
New York.

● This current musical expansion includes Brittany
singing lead, playing keys or guitar and singing
lyrics backed with live instrumentation including
drums and bass.

● All of these original songs have gone through
many transformations and a metamorphosis of
sounds to arrive at what she coins as ecstatically
jazzed ethereality. Brittany first started
songwriting and performing with a guitar and
vocals, but slowly started to sing and create songs
with piano and ukulele until finally arriving at a
fuller sound developed electronically.

● Other more recent collaborations  have included
working with Jienan Yuan, one of the co-
producers for Pieces (Jienan Yuan Remix). Yuan was
instrumental in making that version of Pieces
danceable, adding a funky bassline reminiscent of
a 90s club mix“. Yuan states, “I’ve known Brittany
for 22 years now and in that time, I’ve only seen in
her a complete dedication to the arts, both in her
music pursuits where we have collaborated, and
her open approach to the creative process
overall.”

● Brittany’s current influences are jazz, neo-soul
and funk, however she credits Bjork and Tori
Amos as being fundamental influences in both
their musical and songwriting styles.

Social Media

Website Instagram Apple Music

Facebook Spotify Video

Contact
brittanyaquamarine@gmail.com
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